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Sidewall plug changing
A newly developed magnetic sidewall plug changing system enables tire  
makers to speed up the process without negative effects on tire appearance 

G
enerally speaking, curing 
is the bottleneck of the tire 
manufacturing process. As 
a result, shortening the time 

devoted to this process can result in a 
great increase in the number of tires 
produced. Due to a recent innovation  
in the field of sidewall mold plugs, it is 
now possible to change sidewall plugs 
very easily and in a very short time.

Currently the tire manufacturing 
industry relies on two types of plug 
changing technology: plugs screwed 
from the top side and plugs screwed 
from the bottom side. Despite the fact 

that plugs screwed from the top side are 
easy to change (taking approximately  
30 minutes), this technology has 
negative effects on the tire in terms  
of its appearance. 

On the other hand, plugs screwed 
from the bottom side have a minimal 
detrimental effect on tire appearance 
but can take five hours to change, due 
to the need to dismantle the complete 
molding mechanism. 

Unlike traditional mechanical plug 
systems, a recently developed magnetic 
system enables tire makers to change 
plugs in approximately five minutes, 

without any negative effects on the 
tire appearance. The system consists 
of cylindrical magnets that keep the 
plugs attached to the sidewall plate. 
Plug mounting and dismounting can 
easily be done using Allen wrenches. 
To maintain the required magnetic 
force in high and varying temperatures, 
Samarium cobalt material is used. For 
instance, two magnets with 26mm 
diameter and 19mm length apply 239.3N 
of force to keep the plug in the plate.

The magnetic sidewall plug 
changing technology from Uzer Makina 
is internationally patented and is ready 
for tire manufacturers to implement. tire
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